
ETM 5 

 

EVANGELISM THAT MATTERS : Evangelism that is faithful (and effective). 

As the church, we are given the command to make disciples for Jesus Christ (Mat 28:19). In other words, to help 
others embrace the good news (gospel) message of "Abundant Life in Jesus Christ by submission to Him as Lord 
Before Savior in the relationship of Covenant through His Church."  However, to be faithful (and effective) to this 
evangelistic command requires we adopt the same philosophy as those in the Bible. Their philosophy of 
evangelism consisted of the following essentials: 1.  FRIENDSHIP (discussed), 2. WORLDVIEW (discussed) 

3. APOLOGETICS  

3.1. Apologetics (def.) the discipline of defending the gospel/Christian Faith (avpologi,a =  defense).  

3.2. Apologetics was a key part of Paul's ministry as an evangelist (Phi 1:7, 16). 

3.3. Why apologetics is so important to faithful/effective evangelism: 

 3.3.1 b/c the gospel is (always) under attack  

 (2Pe 2:1; Jud 3-4; Act 20:29-30; e.g. the Judaizers)   

 3.3.2. b/c the best offense is a good defense 

 The better our defense of the gospel/Christian Faith, the more effective we will be in our 
 evangelistic efforts (i.e. our gospel offensive wb strong - 2Ti 4:1-5; e.g. Act 18:27-28). 

3.4. Where should our evangelistic apologetic be focused? In other words, who should be our primary audience? 

The same people it was for the early church: those who claim to be true followers of the God of the Bible yet are  
false. Christ and the disciple's apologetic was focused on Judaism - not the mythical religions of Rome (Mat 4:23, 
9:35, 13:54; Joh 18:20; Act 9:20, 13:5, 14:1, 17:1-2, 10, 17, 18:4,19, 19:8; Mat 10:5-6, 15:24; Consider the epistles 
of Paul: all are focused on addressing "Jewish problems" [legalism, antinomianism]). In modern terms, it is not 
Muslims, Buddhists, etc -or even Atheists who sb the focus of our evangelistic efforts, but rather Christian - cults1.  

"God calls His people, not only to answer the objections of unbelievers, but also go on the attack against falsehood    
[i.e. false forms of Christianity]...one function (therefore) of apologetics is to expose [false Christianity] for what it 
is." - John Frame 

3.5. What such evangelistic apologetics requires (1Pe 3:15-16) -"always being prepared to make a defense" (i.e. an 
apologetic) 2: 

 3.5.1. Taking captive their minds to the Lordship of Christ (i.e. His Word). 

 (15) "But set apart/sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts (the seat of loyalty)..." (NAS) 

 (2Co 10:3-53 w/13:10; The Christian Faith begins and ends w/Jesus Christ - Heb 12:2) 

                                                           
1 The popular Christian-cults in existence today will therefore be the focus of study in the coming weeks. 
2 Peter writes his epistle as an apologist determined to defend the Christian Faith as the "true grace of God" (1Pe 5:14). Key to 
this defense is the understanding that all authority (public and private) has been established by God irrespective of their moral 
character or practice. As such, proper and persevering submission is required on the part of the Christian as the means to not 
only demonstrating their trust in God, but also to convincing the world of the validity of their religion.  This (then) is also the 
context to Peter's instruction in verses 15 and 16 of chapter 3. 
3 Paul saw the destroying of such intellectual strongholds as essential to not only making disciples but also maintaining them 
(see v6). As such these verses should function as a kind of sine qua non for all those in positions of spiritual 
authority/discipleship (e.g. pastors, husbands, fathers, parents). 



 "The problem is not only to win souls but to save minds. If you win the whole world and the lose the 
 mind of the world, you will soon discover you have not won the world" - Charles Malik  

 "Peter tells us...that the Lordship of Jesus...is our ultimate presupposition [i.e. apologetic]." - John 
 Frame  

 What this looks like = Making all things moral since there are no neutral/amoral things. All is either 
 under or against Christ - this again includes what we think4. Hence why Paul says what he does in 2Co 
 10:6. This is also the only area of the mind where the Holy Spirit gives us aid (Joh 16:8); Telling people that 
 what they think/believe/how they live is sin (i.e. in rebellion to Christ) and will send them to Hell; 
 Attempting to address and correct wrong thinking (spiritual/moral) where you find it -esp. w/those under 
 your charge (2Ti 4:2).  

 3.5.2. Preparing yourself intellectually.  

 (15)"...always being prepared to give a defense"  

 (avpo= out of, logi,a = logic, intellectual reason; 1Ti 4:16; 2Ti 2:15; Heb 5:14; Lack of preparation = Low 
 persuasion) 

 "Before anything else, preparation is the key to success" - Alexander Graham Bell 

 "Luck is the residue of preparation" - Jack Youngblood 

 What this looks like = Setting aside time to memorize Scripture and study what they believe.  

 3.5.3. Customizing your message to the address/tear down their false views. 

 (15)  "...a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you" - i.e. an 
 apologetic that challenges their hope/religious belief. 

 (Col 4:2-6  - "seasoned w/salt" = informed as to what they believe; e.g. Act 17:16-30 - "Epicurean and Stoic 
 philosophers" = Paul's address in vv22-31 is customized to them (E [atomic-deism5 = 22-28, 30-31]; S 
 [pantheistic-perpetualism = 29 -31]) 

 "Let us be careful, indeed, to spend a lifetime studying to give honest answers. For years the 
 orthodox, evangelical church has done this very poorly. So it is well to spend time learning to answer 
 the questions of men who are about us." - Francis Schaeffer 

 What this looks like = Memorizing Scripture; Becoming familiar enough w/the false gospels and false 
 forms of Christianity that you can speak intelligently about them and include them in your efforts to take 
 captive their thoughts unto Christ. 

 3.5.4.  Presenting yourself as an example of obedient, honorable living. 

 (15 -16) "...yet do it w/gentleness (i.e. obedient to authority) and respect (i.e. an attitude showing honor), 
 having a good conscience (b/c of such obedience and honorable living), so that, when you are slandered, 
 those who revile your good behavior in Christ may be put to shame." 

 (1Pe 2:12; 2Co 1:12, 4:2; the context of 1Pe 3:15-16 = persecution from those in authority) 

 "The greatest apologetic against Christianity is Christians" - Anon 

 What this looks like = Not complaining against the president, govt, your boss/against your spouse, 
 parents, teachers, etc. even IF they are being unrighteous; Paying your taxes; Taking responsibility for 
 your actions; Having a good attitude toward all those in authority over you no matter who they are or 
 what their character is; Being the best citizen, employee, student, spouse, son/daughter, etc. you can be. 

 

                                                           
4 "Of all the territory in  Creation, Jesus says, 'it is Mine'." - Abraham Kuyper 
5 A popular epitaph of an Epicurean follower, "I was not, I was; I am not, I do not care." 


